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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a WCET analysis that focuses on two aspects. First, it supports context-
sensitive hardware and software timing effects, meaning that it is sensitive to the execution
history of the program and thus can account for effects like cache persistence, triangular loop, etc.
Second, it supports the introduction of parameters in both the software model (e.g. parametric
loop bounds) and the hardware model (e.g. number of cache misses). WCET computation by
static analysis is traditionally handled by the Implicit Path Enumeration Technique (IPET),
using an Integer Linear Program (ILP) that is difficult to resolve parametrically. We suggest
an alternative tree-based approach. We define a context-sensitive CFG format to express these
effects, and we provide an efficient method to process it, giving a parametric WCET formula.
Experimental results show that this new method is significantly faster and more accurate than
existing parametric approaches.
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1 Introduction
In static WCET analysis methods, an upper bound to the WCET of a task is traditionally
computed in three steps. First, the task code is statically analyzed to model the set of possible
execution paths. Then, the hardware is taken into account by modeling the architectural
effects: local effects (timings of basic blocks) and global effects (interactions between basic
blocks). Finally, the WCET computation takes as input a program and its environment
(hardware and software), and produces the WCET. A popular technique for doing this last
step is IPET [14], in which the WCET computation is represented as an ILP problem solving.
With traditional WCET computation, if the program, input values, software environment
or hardware platform changes, it is necessary to re-run the entire analysis. On the opposite,
parametric WCET analysis takes a parametrized input, and produces a formula that depends
on those parameters. If the parametric values change, it is possible to compute a new WCET
simply by evaluating the formula on the new values. This offers several benefits, which we
detail below.
First, parametric WCET avoids re-running the entire WCET computation each time there
is a minor change to the program or hardware configuration. This is an important aspect, due
to the increasing size of real-time systems and to the non-linear complexity of WCET analyses.
Similarly, parametric WCET simplifies the analysis process when third-party software is
involved, since the developer can provide a parametric WCET that can be adapted to the
target system (software and hardware).
Second, many system parameters are only known at run-time: loop bounds that depend
on input values, software and hardware state changes, operating system interference, etc.
Using a parametric WCET, it is possible to evaluate the WCET formula at run-time and
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take better decisions accordingly. For instance, tighter WCET evaluation at run-time could
benefit energy-aware scheduling techniques based on Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling
(DVFS) [12].
Finally, large execution time values may happen only very rarely, for instance for unlikely
combinations of input data. By using parametric WCET, it is possible to design the system
according to an upper bound that is safe for the vast majority of executions of the system,
and then evaluate a parametric WCET formula at run-time to trigger an alternate less
time-consuming computation when the formula returns a value exceeding the safe bound
(and thus remain under the safe bound).
In this work we present a novel approach to parametric WCET analysis. Unlike the
majority of existing approaches, our methodology is not based on ILP. To the best of our
knowledge, it is the first to benefit from (1) a reasonable computing time, since it runs in
polynomial time, and (2) a good precision thanks to the support of context-sensitive effects
(persistent cache blocks, non-rectangular loops, branch prediction, etc.). Furthermore, in our
approach the trade-off between computation time and precision is configurable: it is possible
to increase (or decrease) the context sensitivity to improve the precision (or speed up the
computation time).
2 Related works
In [1], a technique is presented to perform a partial, composable WCET analysis. This
work addresses mostly the software and hardware modeling that occurs before the WCET
computation proper. Results are presented for the instruction cache and branch prediction
analysis, and loop bounds estimation. However, no solution is provided to perform the ILP
computation parametrically.
Feautrier [8] presented a method for parametric ILP computation. A traditional ILP
solver takes an ILP system as input, and provides a numerical solution corresponding to the
maximization (or minimization) of an objective function. The ILP solver presented in [8]
(called PIPLib), takes a parametrized ILP system as input, and produces a quast (quasi-
affine selection tree). Once computed, this tree can be evaluated for any valid parameter
values, without having to re-run the solver. However, this approach is computationally very
expensive. In contrast, our approach has polynomial complexity, and it is therefore scalable,
whereas the introduced pessimism is very small, as it will be shown in Section 6.
In theory, PIPLib could be applied for solving parametrically the ILP systems produced
in the context of the IPET method [14]. However, experimentations [4] have shown that
it does not scale well: the parametric ILP solving may become intractable for medium to
large size programs. The MPA (Minimum Propagation Algorithm) [5, 4] attempts to address
the shortcomings of PIPLib in the context of the IPET method. MPA takes as input the
results of the software and hardware modeling analysis, and produces directly a parametric
WCET formula. Compared with MPA, our method is significantly tighter because it takes
into account various context-sensitive software and hardware timing effects.
In the past, many tree-based WCET computation methods have been presented [11].
In [7] the authors suggest a method to compute the WCET parametrically using a tree-based
approach. Our parametric approach is also tree-based, but unlike the one presented in [7], it
can work directly on the binary target (no source code needed). Furthermore, our method can
model timing effects in a more generic and accurate way than existing tree-based approaches,
and the trade-off between accuracy and computation time can be configured.
ParaScale [12] is an approach to exploit variability in execution time to save energy. By
statically analyzing the tasks, a parametric WCET formula is given for loops in terms of the
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loop iteration count. At run-time, before entering a loop, the formula is evaluated and the
system dynamically scales the voltage and frequency of the processor. In comparison, our
parametrization is not limited to loop bounds, but can be used for anything influencing the
WCET (such as cache misses, branch predictor states, etc.). Furthermore our approach uses
a more refined model for loops.
Finally, note that our method provides an alternative to the time-consuming ILP solving,
thus our method is competitive even compared to non-parametric WCET analysis based on
ILP.
3 Context-sensitive model
Our algorithm takes as input a context-sensitive Control Flow Graph (CFG) and produces as
output a parametric formula. Let us motivate the need for the context-sensitive CFG as our
algorithm input by using two examples.
First we consider the instruction cache analysis by categorization. In this approach,
blocks can be categorized as persistent with respect to a loop (for the sake of simplicity, we
assume that each basic block matches exactly a cache block), meaning that the block will
stay in the cache during the whole execution of the loop (only the first execution results in a
cache miss). In the CFG shown in Figure 1(a), if we assume that Block 3 is persistent, its
execution time depends on whether it has already been executed or not. With IPET-based
approaches, this information would be stored as an ILP constraint, but since we do not use
IPET, we need to store it in the CFG itself.
As a second example, let us consider a triangular loop: a for loop i = 1..10, containing an
inner for loop j = i..10. The maximum iteration count for each loop is 10, but the inner loop
body can be executed at most
∑10
i=1 i times. Once again, this cannot be expressed with the
traditional CFG. In both examples, there is a block of code whose execution time depends
on the number of times this block was executed after entering some loop containing it: this
is what we call the execution context.
3.1 Context-sensitive CFG
In IPET-based WCET analyses, the various preliminary analyses (such as cache block
categorization) produce ILP constraints. In our approach, instead we transform the program
CFG into a context-sensitive CFG (and possibly make other graph transformations such as
block duplication).
The context-sensitive CFG extends the standard CFG by allowing an (optional) context
annotation associated with each node. For any CFG G, let LG denote the set of its loops. A
loop is defined as the set of cycles in the CFG sharing the same loop header. A loop header
is defined as a node n having a predecessor p such that n dominates p. For any header h,
we will note Lh the loop having the header h, and for any node n, we will note Ln the loop
immediately containing n (i.e. Ln is the loop containing n such that there is no other loop
containing n, and whose header is inside Ln). Furthermore, let us define a partial order on
loops: ∀(L1, L2) ∈ LG × LG, L2 < L1 if (and only if) L2 is contained in L1 (i.e. if there
exists a path from the header of L1 to itself, going through the header of L2).
A context-sensitive CFG G is defined by G =< BG, EG,AG >, where BG is the set of
nodes (basic blocks), EG is the set of edges, and AG = LG × BG × N is the set of context
annotations. We will note Tb the execution time of basic block b.
A context annotation a = (al, ab, an) represents a restriction on the set of feasible paths
in the CFG: the basic block ab (inside al) may be executed at most an times each time the
loop al is entered.
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(a) Standard CFG. (b) Context-sensitive CFG. (c) Expression tree.
Figure 1 Program representations.
To model our first example (cache persistence), we split Block 3 from Figure 1(a) as
two (virtual) blocks 3h and 3m, representing respectively the hit and miss. Then we add a
context annotation to Block 3m, as shown in Figure 1(b). This represents the fact that 3m
can be executed only once per execution of the loop. To model the triangular loop example,
we can add Annotation (Louter, body,
∑10
j=1 j), where Louter represents the outer loop, and
body is the block inside the inner loop.
These annotations are intended to be a generic tool to model many WCET-related effects
(hardware, and software), therefore the exact way to generate those annotations will depend
on the effect we want to model (and on the underlying analysis). However, the algorithm
evaluating the context-sensitive CFG is generic and does not need to know which types of
effects are represented by the annotations.
If a CFG node contains no annotation, its execution time is context insensitive (i.e. it
is the same for all contexts). In this trivial case, its WCET is an integer. Otherwise, its
execution time depends on the context. We define the context of a node n as the history of
context events happening before the execution of n. The set of context events is defined as
V = {exec(n)|n ∈ BG} ∪ {loop(l)|l ∈ LG}, where exec(n) represents the execution of node n,
and loop(l) represents the entrance in loop l containing (not necessarily directly) n. Then, a
context is defined as a list of context events. We denote an empty context as . We also use
the classical list notation head · tail to denote a context whose first element is head, followed
by list tail. For any context c and any integer k we note ck the repetition k times of sequence
c. We note range[L1, Ln] the sequence loop(L1) · ... · loop(Ln) where ∀i, L1 < Li < Ln.
Similarly, the notation range[L1, Ln[ corresponds to loop(L1) · ... · loop(Ln−1). Finally, the
set of contexts is noted C. For instance, the context of the third execution of the block 3m
(in loop body) in Figure 1(a) would be loop(L2) · exec(3m) · exec(3m) (the loop represented
in the figure is noted L2, as its header is the basic block 2).
3.2 Expression tree
The execution time of a node depends on the node itself and on the context. Therefore, it
is possible to compute an unique execution time for any (context, node) pair. To provide a
practical and easily computable approach, we will first convert the context-sensitive CFG into
an expression tree, then evaluate this tree to produce the WCET. To perform this conversion,
an algorithm similar to the one presented in [6] can be used. An expression contains a
set T of tree nodes which can be of type alt, seq, loop and leaf. A leaf node n represents
a single basic block, and has an attribute storing the basic block execution time (noted
ntime). A seq node represents a sequence of child nodes, and an alt node represents a choice
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(alternative) between child nodes. A loop node represents a loop in the program, has exactly
one child node (representing the loop body), and has an attribute (noted nb) representing
the maximum iteration count. In addition, each context annotation in the original CFG is
copied to the corresponding leaf node in the tree1. Figure 1(c) shows the tree that would be
generated from the context-sensitive CFG represented in Figure 1(b).
3.3 Abstract WCET values
An abstract WCET represents a set of possible execution times for a tree node, along with
conditions required for that execution time to occur. In our cache example, the abstract
WCET value computed for the alt node would contain two execution times (miss case, and
hit case) and indicate that the miss case can occur only the first time Block 3 is accessed.
First, we introduce the concept of context mapping. A context mappingm = (mloop,mtime)
is a pair whose first element (mloop) represents a loop, and second element (mtime) represents
an execution time. The set of context mappings is noted M = LG × N. We define a total
non-strict order on M such that ∀(m,n) ∈M ×M,m ≥ n ⇐⇒ mtime ≥ ntime. An abstract
WCET α = (αmap, αother) is a pair, in which the first element (αmap) is a multiset over M ,
and the second element (αother) is an execution time. The set of abstract WCETs is noted
A = M# × N, where M# is the sets of multisets over M . For any multiset m over M , we
note 1m : M → N its multiplicity function. Furthermore, we define the maxk : M# →M#
function, returning the k greatest elements of M# (context mappings with same time but
different loop are considered equivalent by this function).
An abstract WCET α is computed for each node in the tree. Informally, the presence of
a context mapping m in αmap means that the node may have an execution time of mtime,
but only once each time mloop is entered. The αother value represents the default execution
time of the node (used whenever no other time can be used due to context). We lift the
concept of context over CFG nodes to tree nodes. The new set of contexts is defined as
V ′ = {exec(n)|n ∈ T } ∪ {loop(l)|l ∈ LG}.
The abstract WCET of a tree node n provides a mapping from contexts to execution
times. We define two functions, eval : C × A × T → N, and next : C × A × T → N. Let
n be a tree node, α its associated abstract WCET, and c a context for the tree node n.
The expression eval(c, α, n) gives the WCET corresponding to the execution of the event
sequence (loop entrances, and executions of n) represented by c, while next(c, α, n) gives the
WCET increase caused by a subsequent execution of n after the event sequence represented
by c (which is not necessarily equal to the WCET of this last execution of n). The function
next is defined such that ∀α, next(c, α, n) = eval(c · exec(n), α, n)− eval(c, α, n), and eval
is defined as follows:




where i is the number of exec(n) present in c, and Θ is such that ∀m ∈ M, 1Θ(m) =
1αmap(m)× |{k|ck = loop(mloop)}|. The general idea behind the eval function is to account
for the execution time of n for each exec(n) present in the context, while ensuring that
each context mapping is not used more times than the number of times its corresponding
loop is entered, and using αother to provide a time for n when no context mapping can be
1 It is possible to extend the CFG annotations to sub-graphs representing if or loop structures (as opposed
to single blocks), this is not described here for the sake of brevity.
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used. The eval function may compute an over-approximation for some contexts, however
this representation is quite compact, with many contexts (leading to the same execution
time) described by a single context mapping value.
4 WCET computation
Let us define some notations that we will use in this section. The binary operator unionmulti is
defined such that for any multiset pair (m,n), ∀x, 1munionmultin(x) = 1m(x) + 1n(x). Similarly to the
set-builder notation, we define the multiset-builder notation [n|n ∈ m∧pred(n)], representing
the multiset containing all the elements in m satisfying pred(n). For any element e in a
multiset, and any n ∈ N, we will note e⊗ n the multiset containing only the element e, with
a multiplicity of n.
4.1 Node evaluation
We note ω the evaluation function, taking as input a tree node and producing an abstract
WCET. Once the tree evaluation is finished, and we have the abstract WCET corresponding
to the root node root, the concrete WCET is ω(root)other. We detail below a simple way to
compute function ω.
For a leaf node n, if the node has no context annotation then ω(n) = (∅, ntime), otherwise,
ω(n) = ({(al, ntime)} ⊗ an, 0), where (al, ab, an) ∈ A is the context annotation associated
with the leaf node (ab is the basic block represented by leaf node n).
For a seq node n with two children n1, n2 (this can be extended to an arbitrary number
of children, since the operation is associative), we have ω(n) = (map, other) such that:




with S(α, α′, c) =
m−1⊎
i=0
(l, next(c · exec(n1)i, α, n1) + next(c · exec(n2)i, α′, n2))
and m = max(|αmap|, |α′map|) .
The general idea is to match context mappings from both children, and add their times.
For example, if ω(n1) = ([(L1, 10), (L1, 8)], 5) and ω(n2) = ([(L2, 4)], 3), and L2 < L1, then
ω(n) = ([(L1, 10 + 4), (L1, 8 + 3), (L2, 5 + 4)], 5 + 3).
For a alt node n with two children n1, n2 (this can be generalized in the same way as the
seq node), ω(n) = (map, other), such that:
other = max(ω(n1)other, ω(n2)other)
map = [m|m ∈ (ω(n1)map unionmulti ω(n2)map) ∧mtime > other]
For any loop node n representing loop l, with body n1, ω(n) = (map, other) such that:





(l′, τ(i, n1, nb, range[l′; l[))
with τ(i, n, b, c) = eval(c · σ(l, n, b)i, ω(n), n)− eval(c · σ(l, n, b)n−1, ω(n), n)
and σ(l, n, k) = loop(l) · exec(n)k, j = min({i|τ(i, α, n1, b, c) ≤ other}) .
For example, if we consider a loop l having a body with abstract WCET ω(n1) = ([(L1, 8),
(L1, 7)], 6) and loop bound 5, inside an outer loop L1, then ω(n) = ([(L1, 8+ 7+6×3)], 6×5).
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The abstract WCET value corresponding to the seq node of Figure 1(c) is ([(L2, T2 +
T3m + T4)], T2 + T3h + T4): the first time the seq node is executed after entering loop 2, its
WCET value is T2 + T3m + T4, however for subsequent executions it is T2 + T3h + T4. The
abstract WCET value corresponding to the loop node is (∅, 10× (T2 + T4) + 9× T3h + T3m):
each time we enter the loop, a miss will occur at most once (Block 3m) and other iterations
will be hits (Block 3h). Note that, since there is no context mapping in the abstract WCET
(the multiset is empty), it is equivalent to a static WCET.
4.2 Approximations
In the presence of many context annotations, tree nodes can have many possible execution
times, thus the evaluation can produce very large context mappings. Using measurement
results from various experiments, we have observed that most of the time, the function that
maps iteration counts to execution times can be tightly over-approximated by a much simpler
piecewise linear function. The presence of a straight-line section in this piecewise linear
function means that there is a group of context mappings in the corresponding abstract
WCET value, with a time approximately equal to the slope of the straight-line section. Such
a group of i context mappings can be merged into one context mapping with a multiplicity
of i, and a time equal to the maximum time of the former group.
Using such an approximation, we lose some precision but we reduce the amount of data
we will have to process. We can only merge context mappings referring to the same loop.
Therefore, in order to increase the merging possibilities, for any context mapping (L1, t) ∈M ,
it is possible to replace it safely by (L2, t), with L2 < L1. Of course this would cause a loss
of precision, but it allows more merging and reduce the complexity of the evaluation.
The greater the number of context mappings we use, the greater the precision and the
analysis time. Therefore, when evaluating the tree, at each node we may need to use heuristics
to decide when and how to perform an approximation. For the experiments performed in this
paper, we use a simple (yet quite effective) strategy: we perform an approximation whenever
the number of distinct context mappings exceeds a certain (user-configurable) threshold.
5 Parametric WCET computation
Our tree-based computation is the first step for parametric computation. It can be made
parametric in a much easier way than an ILP computation (while it is true that ILP solving
can be done parametrically, it is way more costly than our method), as we will show in this
section. For instance, considering the example of Figure 2 and assuming that the loop bound
is not known statically, we will show how to create a parametric WCET in terms of the loop
bound value and how to obtain the concrete WCET once the loop bound value is known.
We extend our expression tree model, to enable the introduction of parameters that
represent information unknown at static analysis time:
We introduce a new node type: a param node n has an attribute nparam representing
a parameter identifier. Such a node can represent any type of (statically unknown)
expression sub-tree. It can be used to perform modular analysis (to represent the abstract
WCET for a separately-analyzed library call for which we do not have the code).
In loop nodes, the maximum iteration count, which was previously stored as an integer,
can now be a parameter identifier, to represent a statically unknown loop bound.
In any context annotation (al, ab, an) associated to a node, the values al and an can now
be parameter identifiers. This could be used to support parametric cache categories.
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Figure 2 Partial evaluation.
5.1 Partial evaluation
The parametric WCET computation starts with a partial evaluation phase, which precomputes
as much as possible from the parametric tree, and produces a simplified parametric tree.
We introduce two separated kinds of leaf nodes: a leaf node n can either be concrete
(associated with a basic block), or abstract (with an attribute nprecomp of type A, abstract
WCET). The abstract leaf node holds the result of a precomputed sub-tree. The evaluation
function ω for an abstract leaf node is defined such that ω(n) = nprecomp.
A node is parametric if it (or any of its descendants) contains a parameter. To partially
evaluate the parametric tree, we select any non-parametric non-abstract node n, remove it
(and its descendants), and replace it by an abstract leaf node n′ such that n′precomp = ω(n).
This is repeated until the tree contains only parametric nodes, and abstract leaf nodes. Some
optimizations can also be applied (not detailed here) to remove unneeded nodes.
In our example, the result of the partial evaluation is shown in the right side of Figure 2,
containing only one parametric loop node, and an abstract leaf node holding the abstract
WCET corresponding to the loop body: the first time the loop body is executed, its time is
T3m + T2 + T4, subsequently its time is T3h + T2 + T4.
5.2 Parameter instantiation
The next step is the parameter instantiation, which takes as input a simplified parametric
tree and parameter values. To do the parametric instantiation, we replace, in the parametric
tree, each param node n by the value of nparam, and each parameter p present in a loop bound
or in a context annotation by their value. Once the resulting tree contains no parametric
node, it can be evaluated using the method from Section 4, producing the WCET.
In our example, if we want to instantiate the simplified tree with a loop bound of 10 for
L2, we replace < param > with 10. Let us call r this partial result after replacement. We
can evaluate it, giving the abstract WCET ω(r), from which we can get the concrete WCET:
ω(r)other = T3m + T3h × 9 + 10× (T2 + T4).
6 Experiments
To evaluate the performance of our approach, we compared it to existing IPET-based WCET
analysis. The target hardware is an ARM processor with a set-associative LRU instruction
cache (the data cache is not taken into account). The processor pipeline is analyzed with the
exegraph method [13] and the instruction cache is modeled using cache categorization [9].
We perform our analysis on a subset of the Mälardalen benchmarks [10], used as standalone
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(a) Analysis time comparison. (b) Pessimism measurement.
Figure 3 Experimental results.
tasks, without any modeling of the operating system. To perform the preliminary steps of
the WCET analysis (program path analysis, CFG building, loop bounds estimation, pipeline
and cache modeling), we used OTAWA, an open source WCET computation tool [2]. Then,
we compare our approach with an ILP approach (using the GNU lp_solve ILP solver [3]), by
running both on the result produced by OTAWA.
We first compare the ILP solving time and the time taken by our tree evaluation
(Figure 3(a)). The times are normalized so that the ILP time is always 100. The measurements
do not include the preliminary WCET analyses (performed by OTAWA) as they are common
to both approaches. On average, our approach reduces the analysis time by a factor of 15.7.
The running time of our approach is polynomial in the tree size as long as we merge context
mapping groups once their size exceeds a fixed threshold.
Our approach uses simplifications that discard information, which introduces pessimism.
To quantify it, we choose a large loop in each benchmark, and create a parameter representing
its iteration count. We run our parametric analysis on each benchmark, instantiate the result
for each possible parameter value, and we evaluate the pessimism by comparing the result
to the value obtained by IPET. Figure 3(b) shows the average WCET increase for each
benchmark. We can see that the pessimism increase is very reasonable (on average 0.25%).
The pessimism can be attributed to two main causes: (1) the reduced expressiveness
of our annotated CFG format (as opposed to an ILP system), and (2) the approximations
performed during our computation (such as the simplification by merging context mappings
presented in Section 4.2). We cannot express all types of infeasible paths, such as mutually
exclusive paths, although we plan to support this in the future.
7 Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a new approach to perform the final step of WCET
computation, which replaces the ILP solving phase of the IPET method. Instead of computing
a single, fixed WCET value, our method computes a WCET formula that may depend on
parameters, such as, for instance, loop bounds, architectural entry states (cache or branch
predictor state), or system environment (for example, preemption count). The WCET
formula can be evaluated once the parameter values are known. Additionally, it has a
significantly faster computation time, even compared to non-parametric WCET computation
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methods, while retaining good precision, and supports various WCET features such as branch
prediction, cache analysis, and non-rectangular loops.
The main limitation of our method is the diminished expressiveness (compared to ILP
approaches), for instance in presence of certain types of infeasible paths. In future works,
we plan to work on this issue, and enable our context-sensitive CFG format to represent all
characteristics found in modern WCET analyses.
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